
NATURAL

PYRETHRUM

VS 

PYRETHROIDS

'THE DIFFERENCE'



Pyrethrum flowers are picked and dried.
The pyrethrum is extracted from the
flowers and refined to produce  a 
PALE REFINED EXTRACT that is usually
at 50% purity.

Pyrethroids are MAN-MADE
CHEMICALS 

Pyrethrum is a
NATURAL

INSECTICIDE
found in the

Chrysanthemum
Cinerariifolium

flower.



PYRETHROIDS are MAN-MADE
CHEMICALS 

There are many different types and
their common names almost always

end with '-thrin' or '-ate'.
 

Examples include:  deltamethrin,
allethrin, esfenvalerate



Each of the SIX ESTERS has a kill or
repellancy effect on insects.
So, when pyrethrum is applied to an
insect - it is being attacked in six
different ways at the same time!

This is why pyrethrum is so
effective, why it kills so many types
of insects (broad spectrum) and
why insects cannot develop a
resistance.

Pyrethrum is made up
of SIX different esters,
collectively called
PYRETHRINS

Insects build up a
resistance to Pyrethroids
over time.



Pyrethrum's SUCCESS is down to its SIX
esters ('pyrethrins')

Insects CANNOT BUILD RESISTANCE to the six esters

Having SIX esters makes Pyrethrum very BROAD
SPECTRUM - killing a wide range of insects 

Pyrethrum's six esters cause a 'FLUSHING ACTION'
UNIQUE to pyrethrum. It is not found in any other natural
or chemical insecticide.  This is where the pyrethrum
molecule causes hyper-excitability - as the insect becomes
more agitated, it comes into contact with more pyrethrum
molecules which then cause death. 



There is
NOTHING
NATURAL about
Pyrethroids.
It is man's attempt
to copy ONE of
the six esters of 
Pyrethrum.

The best way to explain the difference
between the SIX ESTERS OF PYRETHRUM and

the ONE COPYCAT VERSION that is
a pyrethroid is to:

IMAGINE - TWO BOXERS IN A RING

The PYRETHRUM BOXER - punches his
opponent in the face,  stomach, kidneys, ears,
back of the head and ribcage ALL AT ONCE

The PYRETHROID BOXER - repetitively
punches his opponent  on the nose. This
works only until his opponent learns to duck!



AS INSECT
RESISTANCE 

builds with the use of 
PYRETHROIDS 

farmers find themselves
increasing the chemical
dosage year by year 

in order to achieve the
same level of pest

control 

WITH
PYRETHRUM
this does not

happen.
The dosage

remains 
the same 

year after year 



PYRETHRUM
being a NATURAL molecule is
broken down by sunlight (UV)

and heat.
This means that after killing the

insects, it breaks down and
leaves NO RESIDUE on the crop



PYRETHROIDS being MAN-MADE
CHEMICALS 

do not break down in sunlight.
Instead a CHEMICAL RESIDUE 

remains on the crop
for anything between 14-180 days

following application



PYRETHRUM does kill bees - HOWEVER - it will only kill bees
for a MAXIMUM of 24hrs (one day) AND IF used in line with

RECOMMENDED APPLICATION METHODS, such as spraying in
the late afternoon or early evening (after bees have already

returned to the hive) risk can be further reduced.
 

PYRETHROIDS ALSO KILL bees,  BUT IN ADDITION they
leave A RESIDUE that CONTINUES TO KILL BEES FOR

BETWEEN 14-180 DAYS after application, depending on
which pyrethroid is used. PYRETHROIDS are therefore 
MANY TIMES more damaging to bees than pyrethrum.

The question of bees....



MAXIMUM RESIDUE
LIMITS (MRL'S)

Europe CONTROLS the amount of CHEMICAL
RESIDUES allowed on produce imported into
Europe. A lot of other countries are starting to
follow suit.

Farmers exporting to Europe who use
chemicals must STOP SPRAYING in the run up
to harvest to ensure they do not fail the
MAXIMUM RESIDUE LIMITS at export.

PYRETHRUM - ZERO
RESIDUES AFTER 24HRS



ZERO RESIDUES
If you spray an apple
with FLOWER DS 4EC
(pyrethrum insecticide)
at 8am, the apple is
safe for you to eat by 
3-4pm. 

How great is that?

If you spray that
same apple with a
pyrethroid - the
chemical residue
will remain for
anything between
14 - 180 days. 
How bad is that?



PYRETHROIDS
CANNOT
be used 
AT ALL

in organic
farming

PYRETHRUM can
be used in

ORGANIC farming
if ALL 

co-formulants in the
insecticide 

also adhere to 
Organic Farming
specifications



FLOWER DS 4EC
uses 100%
NATURAL

INGREDIENTS
and is certified by

ECOCERT for
use in organic

farming


